When Wiremold Modulink Floor Boxes gang together, anything is possible. These boxes are versatile enough to handle projects small and large, with 1-gang, 2-gang and 3-gang options. And for capacity, a 2” conduit feed brings more power, more A/V and more communications to more open spaces than ever before. While these boxes are recommended for commercial offices, retail stores, malls, and financial and government institutions, the diverse selection of cover sizes and finishes match a multitude of spaces. Finishes range from brushed solid brass and brushed aluminum to varieties of powder-coated aluminum and nonmetallic, so when a project requires the most of everything, Wiremold Modulink Floor Boxes have the capacity and flexibility to succeed.
Depth markings on box exterior
Faster depth calculation makes for faster installation.

Cubic inch markings on box interior
No calculations required to determine capacity for wire fill.

Ratchet adjusting teeth
No glue or mechanical fasteners necessary to attach cover flange.

2” (51 mm) conduit openings
Provides the largest conduit feed in the industry.

Reducing plugs
Reducing plugs have the ability to reduce the 2” hub down to 1½”, 1¼”, 1”, ¾” and ½” conduit feeds, plus blanking plugs to close off any unused hubs.